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end. In the 5th issue we are
gathering the impressions
from the consortium meeting
in Mantova and the visit and
workshop in Concordia sulla
Secchia. We are sharing
the views on the project
development and partnership as
well as presenting the upcoming
event - the final conference in
Idrija on 29-30 January 2020.
A great start to the new year and

Visit and workshop in Concordia
sulla Secchia
Hosted by MUM – the Municipality of
Mantova, Mantova, 2-4 September, 2019
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Who we are
- KEK Foundation - Eastern Hungarian
European Initiatives Foundation, Hungary
- IURS - Institute for Sustainable Development
of Settlements, hungary
- PLT – Politecnica consulting engineering firm
cooperative society, Italy
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Consortium meeting in
Mantova
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Hosted by MUM – the Municipality of Mantova,
Mantova, 2-4 September, 2019

The meeting was crucial for the update of T3 and
communication activities as well as for a general checkup and discussion about activities for the upcoming
months.
The general session was dedicated to monitoring
and reporting of activities and budget. The external
evaluator had the chance to present the activities,
starting in these weeks that were related to the
production of the final evaluation report (collection of
information from stakeholders through interviews, focus
groups and questionnaires).
The partners arranged a workshop in Concordia sulla
Secchia (one of the best practices included in the Best
Practice transfer tool), visited last year during the
consortium meeting in Modena (Italy) for a one-year
follow-up about the situation after the earthquake and
for working with local politicians and technicians from
the municipality to suggest possible sustainable and
integrated regeneration solutions.
Session 1 and 2 - Welcome and tour of the Mantova
city centre
Session 3 – Monitoring and reporting
The lead Partner and the external assistance presented
the results of the monitoring activities made on
expenditures until reporting period 4 and on the
foreseen expenditures of the reporting period 5 as well
as the project closure expenditures reporting rules.
The presentation was the occasion to discuss the
reporting period 5 and project closure, possible
difficulties in reporting (and in receiving certificates
from national controllers for some partners). In the
following weeks, the LP will monitor the situation and
have one-to-one email exchange/call with partners.
Session 4 – Final evaluation report
Mr. Petraru from the external evaluation team presented
the methodology for the construction of the report
and for the collection of information from relevant
stakeholders.
As for the detailed evaluation report (for the evaluation
of the mid-term results of the project), the partners and
the first cluster stakeholders were interviewed. For the
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final evaluation report, 3 different target groups will be
involved with different modalities:
 Project partners – focus groups and interviews
 Qualified stakeholders - interviews
 Citizens (participants of project activities) – online
surveys
Interviews with the project partners started during the
morning (partners interviewed about major modifications
process and PP2 withdrawal: lead partner, Spectra,
Politecnica)
Session 5 - Decision Support System
Politecnica trained project partners about the
Decision Support System created by the consortium.
A general overview of the platform was made during
the consortium meeting 6 (April, Hungary), the official
training was the occasion to:
 deepen the knowladge on how to use the platform,
 discuss the steps to upload/download 3D models,
 show the work done in modelling and involving pilot
areas, by partners 3 and 9 (partners in charge of DSS
pilot implementation in 2 pilot areas),
 show the final platform (already opened to host
additional 3D models) and discuss how to use it at local
level,
 discuss how to involve local stakeholders.
The training was filmed in order to be shared via social
media and used by partners at local levels or possible
DSS users.
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Session 6 – Visit and workshop in Concordia sulla
Secchia
Read pages 4-5.
Session 7 – GIS training
In the session, coordinated by Spectra, WP leader
focused on making the state of play of WPT3.
Regarding the first WP activity, A.T3.1, directed towards
citizens, the partners that already arranged a urban
walk (PP1, PP3 and PP10, PP7 and PP10) presented the
positive feedbacks received from the participants. The
PP3 and PP10 events, in particular, were a great success
where the participants asked organizers to arrange
another one.
For A.T3.2, the activity coordinator (PP12) again
presented the tools produced including the material
useful for the organization of A.T3.2 events (trainings for
decision makers). The events are scheduled for the next
months. PP1 arranged the first training on 26 September.
For the last WPT3 activity, A.T3.3, PP1 as the activity
coordinator, made a “refreshed” the Awareness
campaign strategy directed towards technicians and
entrepreneurs that includes the tool-kits for the
organization of spot seminars, informal events and
design workshops. PP10 presented the results of the spot
seminar they arranged.
PP7 shared the calendar of events for the next months,
asking all partners to define the exact dates of events
as soon as possible. A focus was made on the reporting
of events and especially the form created to collect
feedbacks from participants.
Session 8 – GIS training
The second GIS training was held by the lead partner
Municipality of Mantova and Politecnica that presented
the web-GIS platform “Mantova si rigenera” in its frontoffice and back-office. Included are the steps:
 define how to build the platform and the technical
solution identified and its costs,
 set up the platform,
 define the contents,
 involve the users,
 analyse and compare the data,
At the end of the presentation, the consortium filled in
the questionnaire as “tourists” of the city thanks to the
visit made the first day of the meeting.
Session 9 – Communication
Lead partner and PP5, WPC coordinator, made a recap
about the state of play of communication activities
asking them to upload the reports of the events on
Google Drive.
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Conslusions
The consortium meeting was crucial for focusing
on project activities’ state of play after the major
modification process.
The focus on the final report helped the partnership
to clearly identify the possible difficulties in reporting
and to solve doubts. The session dedicated to the final
external evaluation report helped the partnership to
focus on what is going on and what could be improved.
The trainings on WPT2 tools allowed the consortium to
clearly understand functionalities of the GIS and DSS
tools and enable their use in their final versions; WPT3
session allowed partners to get feedbacks about the
events arranged so far in order to improve the quality
of future events. The communication session helped in
controlling the activities.
Outputs of the meeting:
 document of possible projects/ideas produced by
BhENEFIT and presented to the Municipality of Concordia
sulla Secchia
 web-GIS training
 DSS training
 Time plan for WPT3
 Time plan for Communication activities
MUM – Municipality of Mantova
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Visit and workshop
in Concordia sulla
Secchia
Hosted by MUM – the Municipality of Mantova,
Mantova, 3 September, 2019

The consortium visited the municipality of Concordia
sulla Secchia (in the Regione Emilia Romagna earthquake
area). The area was already visited in April 2018. The
second visit was the occasion for an update about the
reconstruction of the state of play: the consortium met
the mayor, the local council members and technicians
from the municipality. After visiting the city centre, the
partners divided into groups and arranged a workshop
to “use” the “BhENEFIT methodology” (integrated and
sustainable management of HBA) to study possible
solutions for the historic city centre restoration and
valorisation.
The partners were divided into 4 groups by thematic:
1. Quality of public spaces
2. Social quality
3. Environmental quality
4. Cultural quality
During the visit, the group members collected materials
and impressions about the HBA in order to fill in a table
with their suggestions. These are summed up here.
A.1 QUALITY OF PUBLIC SPACE
Exercise: Identify the voids (voids existing before the
earthquake or voids produced by demolitions) that you
consider as resources (new potential public spaces). Map
the places and take a picture.
As you cross the city, study the nature and the use of
public spaces. Ask yourself which spaces are public,
and what makes them so. Is it a matter of property,
a normative status or a cultural factor? Which empty
spaces are to be taken into account?
B.1 SOCIAL QUALITY
Exercise: Identify places that you consider attractive or
meeting places. Map the places and take a picture.
What strikes your senses, what interests you the
most? What bores or irritates you and what leaves you
completely indifferent? Observe the people around you.
What are the experiences of the city they are living in?
What can be the key places of the future?
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C.1 ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Exercise: Identify the elements of continuity or
discontinuity (tangible and intangible). Map the elements
and take a picture.
Look for signs of continuity or conflict between different
areas. Are they derived from natural conditions or were
they created artificially? Take note also of relevant points
of view and proceed to experience different perspectives
of the city from each of these points.
D.1 CULTURAL QUALITY
Exercise: Identify the elements of legibility of places. Map
the elements and take a picture.
Select the places that you consider emblematic, particular,
essential to grasp the local identity. List the places that
are worth seeing, discovering, living, places not to be
missed if you really want to understand the city.
Have they been created specifically as monuments, have
they been adopted as works to be preserved, are they
remnants of dramatic events preserved as lessons from the
past?
After the visit, a workshop set up. The 4 groups worked to
answer the following questions:
A.2 QUALITY OF PUBLIC SPACE
Exercise: Starting from the elements identified in the
first part of the workshop, what kind of resources can you
imagine for these places? Develop a scenario to answer the
question.
B.2 SOCIAL QUALITY
Exercise: Starting from the elements identified in the
first part of the workshop, what kind of functions can you
imagine for these places? Develop a scenario to answer the
question.
C.2 ENVIRONEMNTAL QUALITY
Exercise: Starting from the elements identified in the first
part of the workshop, how do you imagine a system of
continuity (between greenery, roads, public spaces, etc.)?
Develop a scenario to answer the question.
D.2 CULTURAL QUALITY
Exercise: Starting from the elements identified in the first
part of the workshop, how do you imagine to strengthening
the overall image of the place? Develop a scenario to
answer the question.
The works produced during the workshop have been
collected in order to produce a document to be shared
with the Municipality of Concordia sulla Secchia.
MUM
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In each issue, we present some of our
partners…
Eastern Hungarian European Initiatives
Foundation KEK, Hungary
The Eastern Hungarian European Initiations Foundation
represents the non-profit sector. It maintains innovative
initiations in many fields: economy, education, training,
expertise, and consultancy. In Hungary, the sustainable
management of built heritage is not having enough emphasis.
The KEK Foundation regards gaining experiences in this field
of management as a core benefit from participating in the
Bhenefit project. With these experiences, the foundation
acting as a distributor can spread the gained knowledge to
stakeholders both- in the private and in the public sectors.
Regarding the possibility of making new professional contacts
as very important, we also appreciate being able to study
good practices from other PPs. Project team: Krisztián
Szabados, Balázs Darnai, Josef Galyasz.

IURS - Institute for Sustainable Development of
Settlements, Czech Republic
IURS is a non-profit Civic Association registered under the
Czech law, founded in 2001. The aims of IURS are: to support
sustainable urban development; to help a wide variety of
local stakeholders to understand and follow the principles
of sustainable urban development; to transfer know-how
and initiate the development of new tools for a sustainable
development of settlements. Presently, the IURS has 30
members, experts in various professions (urban development
and urban regeneration, real estate, demography, planning
and architecture, construction economy, law, urban
regeneration, environmental remediation, etc.) whose
experience can be drawn on or employed when working on
local or international projects. Project team: Karel Bařinka,
Jan Hladík, Blanka Marková.
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In each issue, we present some of our partners…

PLT - Politecnica consulting engineering firm
cooperative society
Politecnica is one of the most notable independent consulting
firms in the architecture & engineering services sector in
Italy. Privately held and fully controlled by its partners, it
has a network of almost 200 people (designers, planners,
engineers, consultantants and technical specialists) in five
permanent offices in Italy as well as four branch offices and
ten project offices abroad. Politecnica is fully committed
to integrated design in all its practical aspects affecting the
building construction process. To this aim, Politecnica has
developed a large expertise in planning & design of many
construction techniques, among which those integrating
restoration and valorisation in cultural heritage field: private
and public ancient buildings, historic centres, fortifications,
archaeological areas, energy retrofitting of preserved
heritage are the Politecnica’s work in this field.
Project members: Maria Cristina Fregni – Project Manager,
Barbara Frascari – BIM Manager, Micaela Goldoni – Cultural
Heritage Architect, Ferdinando Sarno - Energy Expert – LEED
AP.
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Interesting Reads
Integrated GIS Monitoring Systems for Sustainable Spatial
Management in Historical Built Areas (click)

Upcoming Events:
January 2020
29-31 January 2020 - Final conference in Idrija,
Slovenia
hosted by the Idrija-Cerkno Development Agency

Many events are taking
place locally – follow our
social media profiles to stay
updated!
Follow us on: FB, Twitter,
YouTube & website
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